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OBJECTIVE

To make games. If I can do that I am happy. I recently graduated from
WW.IT-IQ with a wide array of skills. I am competent in 3D Modeling as
well as programming, but I am a programmer through and through. I love
to make games and have been doing so since I first started coding in
Grade 10 IT. Since then I’ve made a lot of small games and participated
in various Game Jams.
Online Portfolio: vincentkruger.carbonmade.com

EXPERIENCE

JUNIOR LECTURER WW.IT.IQ
2015-2016
During my last year and a half of studying, I was a junior lecturer giving
class to 1st, 2nd and 3rd years on C# Programming and Games
Programming.





Lectured to classes consisting of around 10 students.
Provided technical assistance with any difficulties they had.
Guided them through the course, explaining new topics to them.
Greated extra exercises to help them grow and learn.

JAM ORGANIZER PADSTAL GAME JAM
2016
In my last year at WW.IT-IQ I started a game jam to encourage other
students to make games and to better myself through perpetual jamming.





Setup workshops to teach students about Unity.
Setup marketing at our college to attract students.
Logistically organized the jams.
Provided assistance to the jammers when needed.

FREELANCE Various
I have done various contract programming work over time for clients
including the following: A stock management program, Deep Sea Angling
Scorer and a Golf Swing meter. These projects taught me to:




Deliver work according to deadlines.
Implement and change features as per the client’s requests.
Manage my time well.

EDUCATION

COMMUNICATION

SKILLS

REFERENCES

UNISA, PRETORIA (2013-2014)
ND-Electronics Engineering
WW.IT-IQ, PRETORIA (2013-2016)
Games Development
Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP)
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI)
MERENSKY HIGHSCHOOL, TZANEEN (2008-2012)
National Senior Certificate – 8 Distinctions
Fluent in both Afrikaans and English.

C#, Unity, UE4, MonoGame, 3DS Max, ZBrush, C++, HTML5, SQL
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